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Moreover, as its application we obtain a few relations between the deformation

theory and a.-genera of such singularities.

    1. Introduction and Statements of results. Let(X, x)beanormalsUrface

singularity. Let U bea stein neighborhood of x in X and K the canonical line

bUndle of U-{x} and e(mK) the invertible sheaf of sections of m-th power of

K For an element to of l"(U-{x},e(mK)), by using local coodinates

{U., (2h, z2.)}. of U-{x}, we write,(D as to =¢.(2.)(dzhAd22.)M and define a
continuous (2, 2)-form (wAto-)iiM as follows:

  ' (tuAto)i/MIUa:.=1¢a(2a)l2!M(i)2dZhAd2hAdZ2crAd22a'

  '
Let L2fM(U-{x}) be the vector subspace of T(U-{x}, O(mK)) consisting of all

elements which satisfy S.-,.,(tuAto-)iiM<oo for some neighborhood V of x in U.

Then, K. Watanabe [17] defined following pluri-genera of (X, x).

                       '
   DEFINITION I. ･

          6.==dimcZ"(U-{x},O(mK))/L2/M(U-{x}) (mllll).

This integer is determined independently by the choice of the Stein neighborhood

U. On the other hand, in [1] M, Artin defined'the geometric genus p.- of

e60]r.mal surface singularities. Here we note that if m=1, Si=p, by H, B. Laufer

                                           '                                         '                           tt t   DEFINITION 2. ･
                        6:=Iim sup S./m2.

   In [17] Watanabe shows that 6<oo. -
   Let z: Z->X be the minimal good resolution of normal surface singularitY

(X, x). When (X, x) has a (good) C"-action, P. Orlik-P. Wagreic.h [9] have
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proved that the weighted dual graph can be written as follows:

                 E2r2 Eiri
                 @N E2t E,1 .X{Ii}i)

                      N/                       Nt                              E
                         -b21 -bll
                              ---b -(1)
                       Eii "-bii [g] -bni E"i

                       - Xs Enrn                  Eiri -

                 @- -@
where -b, -bij are selfintersection numbers and g is genus of the center E in

the graph, all curves Ewin branchs are P'. We set di/ei:==bji=1 bj2- '･t=1bjri

(continuous fractional number), with ei<di, and ei and di are relatively prime.

   Now we state our results in the following.

   THEoREM 1. Normal C*-sunyCace singularitieis are classilfied as follows by

behaviors of Sm-genera for m:

S

>o

T

'

=o

6m

When m -->
with second

oo, Sm

order

diverges

(I) 6m=1 for any m)1

(II)
s-=:{ 9 if miliO (mod L)

if m=-O (mod L)

(III) Sm=O for any m).1

structure

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

g).2

g==1

g=O

and

and

nll
#., didi.1 >2

g=1 and n==O (i.e,

elliptic singularities)

simple

g=O and
n

z
i==1

d,-1
     =2
 di

g=O and

or cyclic

tll.ll, d/･-,1 <2

quotient singularities

where we set L:=1.c.m.(di, ･･･,d.). And furthermore if 5>O, then we have

                                 n                     s.. L (2g-2+ i..,(d,-1/d,)2 .

                        2 b-:ll)ei/di
                                 t=.i

   REMARK. We may assume that b-.2ei/di is always positive (cf, [12] p.
                                 1 ==1
                                                       '185). ,.,･ ,
   CoRoLLAR'y 1. Let (X, x) be a normal C*-su?7eace sigularity with data as

above (1), then following three conditions are equz'valent;

j
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     i) 6.==O for an.v ml.lil,

    ii) g=o and #.=, d/'Mi1 <2, or cyciic quotient singutarities,

   iii) quotientsingularities,

   The deformation theory of normal C*-surface singularities has been studied

by H. Pinkham [13]. From his results and Theorem 1, we obtain a few rela-

tions betweem 6 and the deformation theory.

   CoRoLLARy 2. Let (X, x) be a normal C"-surface singularity, then we have

    i) 11f 86<b-2ei/di, then TX(v)==O for v>O,
                i
   ii) 1]IC 46<b-2ei/di, then any deformations of Z to which extends blows
                i

       down to deformations of X. '
Furthermore we consider the case that X is an affine cone of a projective curve,

   THEoREM 2. Let Y be an embedded non-singular curve in P" by a holo-
morphic line bzandle L with b:==Ci(L)ll2g+1, g genus of Y. Then, for(Cy, {O}),

following three conditions are equivalent;

i) Tb.(v)>Oforanyv>O, ii) 8S<b, iii) 4g-4<b.

   We would like here to express our gratitude to Dr. Kimio Watanabe for

many suggestions for this paper. .
   2. Classification of normal C*-surface singularities with respect to the

behavior of 6.. The conditions which determine the analytic types of normal

C*-surface singularities were clearly described by H. Pinkham in [12, Th. 2-1]

by using the results of P. Orlik-P. Wagreich [9]. And he showed how to obtain

the geometric genus P.==Si from its conditions (cf [12, Th. 5-1]). Recently K.

Watanage-S. Ohyanagi proved the extended formula of Pinkham's.

   For any integer ml.ll and lelllO, let Din" be the divisor on E:

                  Din,):=feD-t/l.,[kei+md(,di-1)].p,

                                     '
where D is an associated divisor to the conormal sheaf of E in (1) and Pi:

= EiiAE, and for aeR, [a] is the greatest integer less than, or equal to a.

   THEoREM [17, Th. 2.21].

                  S.= Z dimcH'(E, eE((1-m)KE+Din")).
                      k)O

typelll'([Wt7a]t)9nabe haS given some formula of 5. for other singularities of several

   PRooF oF THoREM 1, By Riemann-Roch theorem on E [4], we re"xrite the･

formula of Theorem P-W-O as follows; ,.
                                                                    '                                                            tt
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       Sm=,.llil, {Ci(mKie-Din")-g+1} , ,, ,, v,,, .,

             m･          -Z{dimcHO(E,e((1--m)KE+Din")+Ci(mKia-Din")-g+1} (1)
            kEn;b

where we set Ah:= {le EZ'; Ci(mKic-Din")>2g-2}, A2. :=:{le EZ'; OEICi(mKiil

 --Dink')S.2g--2} and Z" the set of non-negative integers. Now we put

              '             t-        .in,,,,= leei+m,(,dri) -[feei+m,(,di-')],.in,):-,2.l},crinle)', '

t'hen" osorh"i<1 and o$crink'<n. And if we put D:=2g---2+,£., d/tt.1) then

w,ehave , ,. ,.                Ci(mKiv-Din")=mD-k(b-:ei/dl)-ain"                                                            (2)
                                 ' "i ''
So,byeasycom.putatiopswg,.cansee ,,., . .,. ,.,, ,

    , ･- ･.Ain==,{le,Ez,t･;.M?i;t{!(tflllz.12,{.-2)>k}･ ..i

          'i'                     t t tt ttt tt                   t ttt- /.t tttt t                               -- +t t.
          A2.-{kEz+,,im.?,.zlili!'ll'il,12,<.'?);i;k"i$''',M.Dlli)izcr,,Zi}. ''

                            ii
     ,,, .,1 '-. '. .,. ',,l't. .t, ..+-,.-,.-., ... ,t.. ,1it ..t'
                2g -2Therefore SA2m<...--b.ze,/d, +1, and moreover when･m->eq ･dimcllO(Eie((1

                  t
--

m)KE+Dfuk')) diverges at paost first order. $o, that, the second terpa of (2)

diverges at most first order. Now we use the notation r'v in the sense that

both terms are equal up to the parts which diverges at most first order. Hence

we consider three cases;D>O, D==O, D<O. Let D>O, then

   ' 5.tvZ{Ci(mKb-Dink')-g+1} '-
            hEA}v ''
                                          n
          rv Z {Ci(mKic--Dinle')}== £ {mD-k(b-£ei/di)-ain"}
            kEAh leEAh z==i
          tv.:I,E)in{mD--le(b-tli.ll,ei/di)}N 2(b:D]E.:2,,/d,) M2' (3)

                          . i=1s6thatifb>6,then ' ' '''
                             D2
                                     > o.                      5=
                              n                         2(b- 2 ei/di)
                             i=1                                            '                        L-. ,                   t ttt -And the singularities satisfying D>O are classified in next three cases; i) g>=2,

ii)g==1andn>o,iii)g==oand¥. 'd/t'il>2. ' ',..･･･.

,/. Next we consider the gasg:D=O. They are classified two cases,;'' i) g=1

                                                  d,Ll
and n =O (i,e, simple elliptic singularities [14]), ii)･ g=O･and Z                                                       =2.i For
                                                i di

,
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case i) we can easily see by Theorem P-VV--O that S. =1 for any ml}1. For

cace ii) we have

                Ci(mKE-Din")=--k(b-:I.])ei/di)-crin')S.O.

Since b-l]ei/di>O, if le>O, then Ci(mKE-Dinle')<O. So we may only consider

the case:k==O. Since Ci(mKii--Din")==-a(."S.O, we have 6.==-ain"+1. Hence

we have
                                      '                 6...1O if m(di-1)ilEO mod di for all i, (4)

                     i 1 if m(di-1)iO mod di for all i,

                                                           m(di-1)
Moreover since di and di-1 are relatively prime, and ain')i=
                                                            , d,
-[ M(ddii. i) ], we obtain ,

                 6.=iOifmEiEOmod1･c･m･(db･･･,d.), .(s)

                     t1 if miO mod 1. c. m. (d" ･･･,d.), ･-
                                                              tt t .t
   Finally we consider the remainder case: D<O. Since Ci(mKii-Din'))=

          nmD-fe(b- ]2) ei/di)-ain"<O for any ml.lrl, we have that S. =O for any mlli;1.
         i==1
Therefore we have the desired classification saying,in Theorem 1.

   REMARK. We. consider the singularities belonging to the type II) of the

case 6=O. The combinations (di, ･･･,d.) of positive integers which satisfies

tlS., did", 1 ==2 are only following four types: (2, 2, 2, 2), (2, 3, 6), (2, 4, 4), (2, 3, 3)r

Therefore the weighted dual graphs of these singularitie' s are e¥hausted by the

following list:

(2, 2, 2, 2) 'rb

.

(b).3)

(2, 3, 6)

-3 -b
    (bl2)

-6

･- b- ･-6･-

(b>=2)

-3 -b
    (bl2)

-b

(b>-ri3)
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<2, 4, 4)･

<3, 3, 3)
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-4 -b -4
    (b>...-2)･
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 --b

(b>=3)

and T. HiGucHI

   . ts,

       -b --4

       (b>=2)

--3

--
.3

-b -3
(b>..-2)

--
3

-b

                    (b)2)

                                tt
where we adopted the convention that

singularities are rational, but not Gorenstein,

above singularities are fairly complicated,

Pinkham computed its equation ([12]).

   If a finite group G acts on C2 and

the quotient space C2/G is a normal analytic space ([3]).

holomorphically isomorphic to a singularity on

larity, In [2], E. Brieskorn proved thatthe

larity is determined only by the graph

the dual graphs of quotient singularities

   PRooF oF CoRoLLARy. 1. The equivalence
1, and it is easy to see that iii) e

the quotient singularity. So it suMces

tions (di, ･･･, d.) of positive integers which

four types: (2, 2, n) n>=2, (2, 3, 3), (2,

Brieskorn [2], these singularities are

   REMARK. The equivalence i) o iii
without the assumption "with C*-action

--- 3

--- b

(bl2)

-3

                    -b

                   (b).3)

   '
 O== @. Moreover we note that above

       So it seems that the equations of

      For (2, 2, 2, 2)-type, when b==3, H.

  no elements gEG fixes a line Ci, then

                 The singularity which

       C2/G is called the quotient singu-

      analytic type of the quotient singu-

 of the minimal resolution and classified

  .
         i) o ii) follows from Theorem

ii) from Definition 1 and the definition of

 to show that ii) > iii). The combina-

     satisfies t/.il}, d/'',-.i <2 are foiiowing

  3, 4), (2, 3, 5). So by the results of E.

quotient singularities.

 )was already proved by K. Watanabe,
  p7t

`

t
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   3. Deformations and S of normal C*-surface singularities. For defini-

tions of the deformation of singularities and TX'(v), we do not describe them in

here. We refer [11], [13], [15] as good references for these articles. In this

section we study a few relations of deformations and S of normal C*-surface

singularities as applications of Theorem 1.

   Let (X, x) be a normal C*-surface singularity with a data of (1) in 1. Then

H. Pinkham [13] proved following two theorems.

                                 n   THEOREM P-1. If b>4g-4+2n+2(ei-2)/di, then TX(v)==O for any v>O
                                i==1
(i.e., negative grading).

                                n   THEoREM P-2. 1[1' b>2g-2+n+2(ei-1)/di, then any deformation of Z to
                               .                               t=1
which extends belows down to adeformation of X. '
   pN.o.w,,we.,prco.v.e,g2r.ORi.a'2Y. 2;･), if s.o, ,i.,, s.,.-} (2g-2b+`//(,d,fi,1/di))2, .,

obtain the equivalence: i
               8S<b-Zei/dieb>4g-4+Z(ei-1)/di.
                      tt
If 6==O, then by Theorem 1 we can see that such singularities are all satisfying

the inequality in Theorem P-1.

   Proof of ii) is similary done as i) from Theorem P-2.

   Let Y be a non-singular curve with genus g and embedded in Pn by a
holomorphic line bundle L. D. Mumfold [7] proved that if b=Ci(L)l.lr2g+1,

then the afilne cone Cy is normal. And in [8], he proved that if b>4g-4,

then Tb.(v)==O for all v>O. H. Pinkham [11] gave the elementary proof for

the latter results, and generalized the results to Theorem P-1 for normal C*-

surface singularities. In the following, we prove the converse of Mumfold's

result by using Pinkham's technique.

   PRoposlTIoN. Let b).2g+1. 11f Tb.(v)=O for all v>O, then we have b>

4g-4.
   PRooF. We rnay only consider the case: gi.li2. Let ey be the tangent

sheaf of Y and AIY the normal sheaf of the embedding YgPn. Then wehave
following sheaf exact sequence:
                                         '                                    '
            O . ey(v) --> oy(v+1)n+i . ep.Iy CDoy(v) --> O

            O . (S)y(v) . (E)pnlyXOy(v) . IVIr(v) . O,

where we use the notation g(v) for the tensor product of a locally free sheaf

EY with the sheaf of sections of the v-th power v･L of L. By the definition of

Tb.(v), we have an exact sequence ([11], p. 38):

           Ho(y, o.(v+1))n+i ---> HO(Y, ATY(v)) ---> Tb.(v) ---> O.

From above sequences we obtain the following commutative diagram:
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                   ･･t･, Hi(Y, ep.Iy(2}ey(v))
                                               /

  HO(Y, e.(v)) Hi(Y, @y(v))
          X a. '/'
        Ho(y, e.(v+1))n'+i D HO(Y, IVY(v)) - Te.(v) - O
               p)X ･/rv
                  Ho(y, epniy(g)oy(v))
  f

So that it suffices to show that if bE4g-4, then there is v>O such that r. is

notsurjective. Erom,sheaf,,isomorphism:

                        epnly2;(ey(v+1))n+i,

we have
              Hi(Y, ep.lyXoy(v))2:(Hi(Y, e.(v+1))n+i

                               !!!(HO(Y, oy(Ky-(v+1)･L))n+i

Since g).2 and b>=2g+1, then

          Ci(KY-(v+1)･L)=2(g-1)-(v+1)b<O forany vllO.

Hence we have that Hi(Y, epnlyQey(v))=O for any vlO.' Therefore it suf-

fices to show that if bg4g-4, then there is v>O such that Hi(Y, ey(v)) is not

zero. But from eqivalence: bS.4g-4eCi(2KEr--L)llO, and isomorphism:

Hi(Y,ey(1))cr-HO(Y,o(2Ky-L)),wehavethedesiredresult. ' ' -'

    PRooF oF THEoREM 2. The equivalence ii) o iii) follows from Theorem

 1, and iii) > i) from Theorem P-1. ,Moreover i) > iii) follows from the above

proposltlon.
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